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To the Citizens of the City of New York 
 
 
Ladies and Gentlemen: 
 
In accordance with the Comptroller’s responsibilities contained in Chapter 5, § 93, of the New 
York City Charter, my office has examined the compliance of the New York City Commission 
on Human Rights with applicable City guidelines for payroll, timekeeping, and purchasing. The 
results of our audit, which are presented in this report, have been discussed with Commission 
officials, and their comments have been considered in preparing this report. 
 
Audits such as this provide a means of ensuring that City agencies comply with applicable 
payroll, timekeeping, and procurement guidelines and that City funds are used on expenses that 
are reasonable, justified, and properly recorded. 
 
I trust that this report contains information that is of interest to you.  If you have any questions 
concerning this report, please contact my audit bureau at 212-669-3747 or e-mail us at 
audit@Comptroller.nyc.gov. 
 
 
Very truly yours, 

 
William C. Thompson, Jr. 
 
WCT/gr 
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AUDIT REPORT IN BRIEF 
 
 This audit determined whether the New York City Commission on Human Rights 
(Commission) is complying with certain payroll, personnel, timekeeping, purchasing, and 
inventory procedures as set forth in the New York City Comptroller’s Internal Control and 
Accountability Directives (Comptroller’s Directives) 3, 6, 13, 24, and 25, the Citywide Contract 
between the City of New York and District Council 37, AFSCME, AFL-CIO, Personnel Orders 
88/5 and 97/2, the Procurement Policy Board (PPB) Rules, Comptroller’s “Fiscal Year End 
Closing Instructions for June 30, 2003 for Inventory,” and Department of Citywide Administrative 
Services’ (DCAS) “Office of Surplus Activities, Agency User Guide.” 
 
 The Commission is a Charter-mandated agency empowered to enforce the Human Rights 
Law, Title 8 of the City Administrative Code. The Commission exercises its authority to 
eliminate and prevent actual or perceived discrimination in employment, housing, and public 
services because of actual or perceived differences based on national origin, age, creed, color, 
race, alienage or citizenship status, gender (including gender identity and sexual harassment), 
sexual orientation, disability, or marital status. The Commission consists of 15 members 
appointed by the Mayor. 
 
Audit Findings and Conclusions 
 
 The audit found that the Commission generally complied with many City policies and 
guidelines and its own procedures applicable to payroll and timekeeping.  In addition, the 
Commission complied with various PPB Rules and Comptroller’s Directives for processing 
purchase orders and payment vouchers.   
 
 However, there were several minor instances in which the Commission did not follow 
certain aspects of its Employee Manual, Citywide contract, personnel orders regarding 
workweek requirements and time and leave regulations. In addition, there were other minor 
instances in which the Commission did not follow certain aspects of the PPB Rules, 
Comptroller’s Year-End Closing Instructions and Directives 6, 24, and 25. These exceptions 
included: leave use not always recorded on PMS for one non-managerial employee and 16 non-
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managerial employees; excess annual leave to be carried over into the following year not always 
approved; available requirement contracts not always used; required number of bids not always 
solicited; miscellaneous vouchers used improperly for six purchases; purchase files for four 
purchase orders, three purchase contracts, and three miscellaneous payments lacked sufficient 
documentation; and inventory records were incomplete. 
 
Audit Recommendations 
 
 The audit made 19 recommendations, including that the Commission ensure that: all time 
records are properly reviewed and compared to the employee’s title for required number of hours 
worked for the week; employee timesheets are compared with PMS records on a weekly basis to 
ensure that employees are charged with the appropriate leave when used; employees are charged 
for annual leave when they depart before completing a full work day, in accordance with its 
Employee Manual; employees are credited only for compensatory time actually earned; bids are 
solicited from five vendors when purchasing goods or services that are more than $2,500, in 
conformance with §3-08(c)(iii) of the PPB Rules; purchases are made from requirement 
contracts when they are available; miscellaneous vouchers are not used in cases where intra-City 
vouchers, Imprest Fund vouchers or vouchers against purchase contracts are required; all 
documentation to support payments is contained in the voucher file and that all payments match 
the prices, quantities, and other terms specified in the purchase contract files; and, its inventory 
list contains all pieces of equipment on hand. 
 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
Background 
 
 The Commission is a Charter-mandated agency empowered to enforce the Human Rights 
Law, Title 8 of the City Administrative Code. The Commission exercises its authority to 
eliminate and prevent actual or perceived discrimination in employment, housing, and public 
services because of actual or perceived differences based on national origin, age, creed, color, 
race, alienage or citizenship status, gender (including gender identity and sexual harassment), 
sexual orientation, disability, or marital status. The Commission consists of 15 members 
appointed by the Mayor. The Commission’s expenses for Fiscal Year 2003 totaled $7,756,466––
$5,979,689 for Personal Services (PS) and $1,776,777 for Other Than Personal Services 
(OTPS).1  
 
Objectives 
 
 The audit’s objectives were to determine whether the Commission is complying with 
certain payroll, personnel, timekeeping, purchasing, and inventory procedures as set forth in the 
New York City Comptroller’s Internal Control and Accountability Directives (Comptroller’s 

                                                 
1 The Commission receives both City and federal funding.  Of the $7,756,466 expended by the Commission 

during Fiscal Year 2003, $3,713,594 was paid from City funds and $4,042,872 was paid from federal funds. 
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Directives) 3, 6, 13, 24, and 25,2 the Citywide Contract between the City of New York and District 
Council 37, AFSCME, AFL-CIO, Personnel Orders 88/5 and 97/2,3 the Procurement Policy Board 
(PPB) Rules, Comptroller’s “Fiscal Year End Closing Instructions for June 30, 2003 for 
Inventory,” and Department of Citywide Administrative Services’ (DCAS) “Office of Surplus 
Activities, Agency User Guide.” 
 
Scope and Methodology 
 
 The audit covered the period July 1, 2002, through June 30, 2003—Fiscal Year 2003.  
We reviewed the following documents to obtain an understanding of the procedures and 
regulations with which the Commission is required to comply for the purposes of this audit: 
 

• Comptroller’s Directives 3, 6, 13, 24, and 25; 
 

• Citywide Contract between the City of New York and District Council 37, AFSCME, 
AFL-CIO regarding time and leave regulations, and workweek requirements; 

 
• Personnel Orders 88/5 and 97/2 regarding leave regulations for management employees; 

 
• PPB Rules; 

 
• Comptroller’s “Fiscal Year End Closing Instructions for Inventory”; 

 
• DCAS’s Office of Surplus Activities, Agency User Guide; and 

 
• Commission’s Employee Manual. 

 
We conducted walk-throughs of the Commission’s payroll and timekeeping operations on 

January 8, and 13, 2004, and of its purchasing process on January 9, 2004.  We interviewed 
appropriate personnel and documented our understanding of the processes through narratives.  
 

To determine the completeness of the documentation provided, we reviewed, analyzed, 
and reconciled the City’s Payroll Management System (PMS) and Financial Management 
System (FMS) printouts to the Commission’s payroll, contracts, purchase orders, and 
miscellaneous payments. 
 
 Tests of Compliance with Comptroller’s Directive 13,  

Personnel Orders 88/5 and 97/2, and Citywide Contract for 
Leave and Time Regulations 
 
To determine whether Commission employees were bona fide, we conducted an 

unannounced floor check on April 8, 2004. We determined whether employees who were present 

                                                 
2 These Comptroller’s Directives are: 3, Procedures for the Administration of Imprest Funds; 6, Travel, Meals, 

Lodging and Miscellaneous Agency Expenses; 13, Payroll Procedures; 24, Purchasing Function—Internal 
Controls; and,  25, Guidelines for the Use and Submission of Miscellaneous Vouchers. 

 
3 Personnel Orders 88/5 and 97/2 contain sections entitled “Leave Regulations for Management Employees.” 
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had signed in, whether those who signed in were actually present, and whether employees signed 
out appropriately. We also determined whether Commission timekeepers properly monitored 
employee sign-in and sign-out sheets.  In addition, we witnessed a payroll distribution to 
determine whether employees receiving checks or direct deposit earning statements properly 
identified themselves. In that regard, we observed whether names and signatures on employee 
picture identifications matched the names and signatures on the “Paycheck Distribution Control 
Report.” 
 

To determine whether the Commission adhered to the Citywide Contract and 
Comptroller’s Directive 13, we randomly sampled 48 employees of the Commission’s 102 
employees in Fiscal Year 2003. (The annual salaries of the sampled employees represented 
approximately 47 percent of the Commission’s payroll during Fiscal Year 2003.) We reviewed 
the 48 personnel files to determine whether the descriptions (names, titles, social security 
numbers, etc.) on the Commission’s list were accurate and matched the employee descriptions on 
PMS report PQR200. We determined whether Federal W-4 and New York State IT 2104/2104E 
withholding status forms were on file, and whether a Form DP-1021 was submitted to the City’s 
Personnel Department for each employee who may have secured an additional position with the 
City or another government agency.  In addition, we determined whether employees’ salaries 
were within the ranges for their civil service titles, and whether Section 1127 waivers were on 
file, when required, for employees who reside outside City limits. Finally, we determined 
whether managerial lump sum payments were submitted to the Comptroller’s Office for approval 
prior to payment. 
 

To determine whether the Commission’s internal controls for timekeeping were adequate 
and in accordance with Comptroller’s Directive 13, we reviewed employee daily attendance 
sheets for the three months of October through December 2002 for the same 48 employees. We 
determined whether employees’ daily attendance sheets were complete, accurate and reliable; 
whether they included arrival and departure times; and whether non-managerial employees 
worked the required hours for their titles.  
 

To determine whether all leave use was appropriately deducted from employee leave 
balances as required by the Citywide Contract and Comptroller’s Directive 13, we compared the 
recorded use on the employee daily attendance sheets to PMS report PQR700. We then 
compared the time adjustments recorded on the daily attendance sheets to employee leave slips 
and compensatory time slips to determine whether time earned or used was accounted for, and 
whether the times and dates correctly matched those recorded on the daily attendance sheets. In 
addition, we reviewed the Employee Time Reports (ETRs), ETR Adjustment Reports, and 
Manual Leave Adjustment Forms for accuracy and proper approvals.  
 

Finally, we reviewed employee time records to determine whether requests for leave   
complied with the Commission’s Employee Manual, Personnel Orders 88/5 and 97/2, and the 
Citywide Contract guidelines. We determined whether, as required, bereavement leave was 
limited to the maximum four days, excess annual leave was converted to sick leave, and accrued 
annual leave was accurate and conformed with each employee’s civil service title and years of 
City service. In addition, we checked whether appropriate Commission officials authorized paid 
overtime. 
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Although the results of the above tests cannot be projected to their entire populations for 
the fiscal year, they provided us a reasonable basis to assess the Commission’s compliance with 
City guidelines for payroll and timekeeping. 

 
Tests of Compliance with Comptroller’s 
Directives 3, 6, 24, and 25, and PPB Rules 

 
To determine whether the Commission complied with guidelines under the PPB Rules 

and Comptroller’s Directives 3, 6, 24, and, 25, for purchasing, procurement, and vouchering, we 
examined all 12 contracts, totaling $1,462,816; all 48 purchase orders, totaling $84,749, for 
which vendors were paid $2,500 or more; and randomly sampled 25 (40.3%) of 62 purchase 
orders for less than $2,500, which represented $24,975 of the $39,452 total. To determine 
whether the vendor names and descriptions of purchased items were on the Citywide list of 
requirement contracts, we reviewed all of the Commission’s 21 requirement contracts, totaling 
$53,246. Finally, we randomly reviewed 35 (48.6%) of 72 miscellaneous voucher payments 
issued by the Commission, which represented $48,798 and 88.5 percent of the $55,126 total.4  
 
 We reviewed each purchase order, contract, certificate of necessity, payment voucher, 
invoice, and corresponding documentation indicating the requisite approvals and authorizations.  
We also sought evidence that the transactions were for proper business purposes and were 
supported by adequate documentation such as contract awards, order specifications, and bid 
invitations.  In addition, we determined whether the purchases were charged to the correct budget 
codes, object codes, and time periods; whether there was evidence of split purchasing; whether 
there were any duplicate payments; and whether purchases were properly authorized. We also 
determined whether the required number of bids was solicited; whether purchases could have 
been made through available City requirement contracts; and whether procurements made under 
New York State contracts contained the written determination that prices were lower than 
prevailing market prices, as required under the PPB Rules.  To determine whether voucher 
amounts were correctly calculated, we traced and recalculated the amounts on supporting 
Certificates of Necessity and vendor invoices to the voucher totals. We then determined whether 
expenses incurred during Fiscal Year 2003 were charged to the correct fiscal year. 
 
 To determine whether there was adequate segregation of duties over the purchase and 
payment functions, we reviewed the Commission’s list of individual and corresponding 
authorization levels assigned to FMS.  We determined whether the employees who prepared the 
purchase orders and vouchers were employees other than those who authorized them. 
 
 Additionally, we determined whether the Commission made payments to vendors within 
30 days after the Invoice Received or Acceptance Date (IRA Date), in accordance with §4-
06(c)(2) of the PPB  Rules.  In that regard, we compared the IRA dates to the FMS voucher 
acceptance dates for all purchases reviewed. Finally, we determined whether the Commission 
submitted its Year-End Accountability for its Imprest Fund report to the Comptroller’s Office. 

 

                                                 
4 Appendices I, II, and III list the purchase orders, contracts, payments, and related findings. 
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Although the results of the above tests cannot be projected to the entire population of 
purchases for the fiscal year, they provided us a reasonable basis to assess the Commission’s 
compliance with the above-mentioned City purchasing guidelines. 

 
Tests of Inventory Records 
 
We conducted a physical inventory of the items listed on the Commission’s inventory 

asset lists for Fiscal Year 2003. Commission officials provided us with several inventory lists 
during the course of audit fieldwork and stated that their computer inventory records were 
inaccurate due to moved and replaced equipment. Therefore, we conducted several tests of the 
inventory; our final test was based on the Commission’s April 16, 2004, inventory list. 
 

The inventory list contained 823 pieces of equipment, of which 690 pieces were listed as 
computer equipment. To determine whether all computer equipment was on hand at the 
Commission’s main office (17 Rector Street), we initially performed 100 percent counts on 
February 5 and 10, 2004. We compared the serial numbers of 64 pieces of computer equipment to 
the numbers listed on the Commission’s inventory records to determine whether the serial numbers 
for these items were recorded accurately on the Commission’s inventory records.  

 
 For 59 of the 133 pieces of non-computer equipment items listed on the Commission’s 
inventory for Fiscal Year 2003, we determined whether the items were on hand and whether they 
were correctly tagged as Commission property. 
 
 The results of the above tests, while not projectable for all pieces of equipment, provided 
us a reasonable basis to assess the Commission’s controls over inventory.  
 

The audit was conducted in accordance with generally accepted government auditing 
standards (GAGAS) and included all tests of records and other auditing procedures considered 
necessary. The audit was performed in accordance with the audit responsibilities of the City 
Comptroller as set forth in Chapter 5, §93, of the New York City Charter. 
 
Discussion of Audit Results 
 

The matters covered in this report were discussed with Commission officials during and 
at the conclusion of this audit.  A preliminary draft report was sent to Commission officials and 
was discussed at an exit conference on December 21, 2004.  On January 13, 2005, we submitted 
a draft report to Commission officials with a request for comments.  On January 20, 2005, we 
received a response from the Commission. 
 
 In its response, the Commission detailed the corrective actions they have taken to implement 
15 of the 19 audit recommendations made in this report.  The Commission disagreed with four 
recommendations—two recommendations pertaining to timekeeping policies regarding its 
Employee Manual; one recommendation concerning soliciting bids from five vendors when 
procuring services for more than $2,500; and, one recommendation relative to choosing the 
appropriate object code for charging expenses. 
 

The full text of Commission comments is included after each of the respective 
recommendations and as an addendum to this final report.  
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FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

The Commission generally complied with many City policies and guidelines and its own 
procedures applicable to payroll and timekeeping.  In addition, the Commission complied with 
various PPB Rules and Comptroller’s Directives for processing purchase orders and payment 
vouchers.  Specific findings of compliance were that: 
 

• All sampled employees were bona fide.  In addition, employees who signed in and 
out were present and signed for their paychecks or direct deposit stubs. 

 
• Personnel files contained all tax withholding forms, all required information for 

termination or retirement, and proper authorizations for hiring and promotions. 
 
• Purchase documents were appropriately prepared and approved for goods and 

services that were reasonable and necessary for Commission operations. 
 

• Payments to vendors were made within the required 30 days. 
 
• The Year-End Accountability report for Imprest Fund was submitted to the 

Comptroller’s Office, as required by Comptroller’s Directive 3. 
 
• Miscellaneous voucher payments were appropriately approved. 
 
• There was adequate segregation of responsibilities over the procurement and payment 

processes. 
 
• All overnight travel was appropriately approved by the Mayor’s Office, as required 

by Comptroller’s Directive 6. 
 

 Although the Commission complied with the particular policies and guidelines mentioned 
above, there were exceptions of noncompliance.  These issues, as well as others related to inventory 
controls, are discussed in detail in the following sections of this report. 
 
 
Matters Relating to Payroll and Timekeeping 
 
 Our review of the Commission’s payroll and timekeeping records disclosed the following 
exceptions. 
 

Incorrect Workweek Calculation 
 

One non-managerial employee (a timekeeper in title code 56056) did not complete the 40-
hour workweek for each week (14 weeks) in the three months sampled as required by the Citywide 
contract for employees in this title.  This employee accrued annual and sick leave on the basis of a 
40-hour workweek; however, only seven hours for each day, instead of the required eight hours for 
each day, were deducted from the employee’s leave balances, when she was absent from work.  As 
a result, the employee’s leave balances were undercharged a total of 45 hours and 15 minutes for the 
three-month period tested. 
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Recommendation 
 
1. The Commission should ensure that all time records are properly reviewed and 

compared to the employee’s title for required number of hours worked for the week, and 
that all leave time accruals and use are accurate. 

 
Commission’s Response:  “The report accurately points out that the Commission had 
one employee who, based upon her title, was required to work a 40 hour week (all other 
employees at the Commission work a 35 hour week).  The problem was discovered in 
October 2003, prior to the audit, and corrected. That individual no longer works at the 
Commission and there are no other employees with that title code.” 
  

Leave Use Not Recorded on PMS 
 
Sixteen non-managerial employees recorded annual leave, sick leave, compensatory time, or 

lateness use on their timesheets that was not recorded on PMS Leave Summary/PQR700 Report.  
As a result, their respective leave balances were undercharged a total of 54 hours and 29 minutes. In 
addition, there was one instance in which a managerial employee recorded annual leave use on a 
timesheet that was not reflected on and not deducted from PMS, which resulted in the annual leave 
balance being undercharged by seven hours. 
 

Recommendation 
 

2. The Commission should ensure that appropriate adjustments are made to employee 
leave balances based on the audit’s findings, and should compare employee timesheets 
with PMS records on a weekly basis to ensure that employees are charged with the 
appropriate leave when used. 

 
Commission’s Response:  “The Commission has already taken steps to correct the issues 
raised in this recommendation.” 

 
 
 Excess Annual Leave Not Approved 
 
 Two managerial employees had excess annual leave totaling 86 hours carried over to the 
following year without written authorization from the Commissioner.  Despite the lack of written 
authorization, the excess annual leave was not converted to sick leave as required by City Personnel 
Order 88/5 §4.3, which states “Any leave which exceeds the maximum accumulated limits 
established by this section shall be converted to sick leave except . . . in the event that the Mayor, an 
elected official of any department, or any agency head orders in writing that an employee forego the 
requested use of annual leave, that portion thereof shall be carried over.”  In addition, there were no 
plans in the personnel files for five non-managerial employees who received letters from 
Commission personnel officers requiring them to submit a plan to use excess leave totaling 872 
hours and 30 minutes. 
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 Recommendation 
 

3. The Commission should ensure that all employees are aware of the City’s guidelines 
regarding the maximum annual leave balance restriction.  In this regard, the 
Commission should provide written notices to all employees, ensure that all plans are 
returned and approved by the Commissioner, and conduct periodic reviews of leave 
balances to ensure that employees follow their plans in reducing their annual leave 
balances.  All excess annual leave balances without the Commissioner’s approval should 
be converted to sick leave, in accordance with City policy. 

 
Commission’s Response:   “Upon arriving at the Commission in February 2002, the new 
administration took steps to bring all leave balances within the appropriate guidelines. 
The prior administration had failed to enforce City policies on the issue.  At the time we 
were advised that we needed to provide the employees with an opportunity to reduce 
their balances, which we did.  All employee leave balances are now within appropriate 
guidelines and no employee will be allowed to carry-over excess leave into the next year 
without written approval from the agency head.” 

 
 

Incorrect Charge to Lateness   
 

Seven non-managerial employees, who began their work day within the acknowledged 
flexband time, but departed at the end of their day before completing their required seven-hour day 
were charged with lateness instead of being charged annual leave.  By being charged for lateness 
rather than for annual leave, these employees had their annual leave reduced on a minute-by-minute 
basis, instead of in increments of one hour, as required by the Commission’s Employee Manual. As 
a result, their annual leave balances were undercharged a total of 9 hours and 56 minutes.  The 
“Flextime Schedule” in the Commission’s Employee Manual states that “you may choose a 
different starting time from day-to-day, within your flexband limit. You must [emphasis added] 
work a full day (7 hours) every day (5 days a week).  .  .  . Annual leave may be used in units of 1 
hour.”   

 
Recommendation 
 
4. The Commission should charge employees for annual leave when they depart before 

completing a full work day, in accordance with the Employee Manual. 
 

Commission’s Response:   (See Commission’s response to Recommendation 5, below.) 
 
 
Lack of Authorization for Annual Leave  
 
There were 161 instances in which 33 non-managerial employees did not submit an 

authorization request for leave, as required by the Commission’s Employee Manual.  
 

Recommendation 
 
5. The Commission should ensure that all annual leave is pre-approved in accordance with 

its Employee Manual.  
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Commission’s Response:   Regarding Recommendations 4 and 5, the Commission stated 
that: “these recommendations relate to the Commission’s employee manual, having 
nothing to do with Comptroller’s Directives or City policy.  Changes to these internal 
policies are within the discretion of the Commission and are not the concern of the 
Comptroller’s office . . . .”     

 
Auditor Comments:  It appears that the Commission misunderstood the intent of the 
recommendations.  We have not asked the Commission to change its internal policies.  
Rather, we recommended that it consistently follow them, which is certainly within the 
purview of the Comptroller’s Office.   

 
 
Overstated Accrued Compensatory Time 
 
 Three non-managerial employees were credited on PMS for compensatory time that was not 
reflected on their timesheets. As a result, their compensatory time balances were overstated by a 
total of 7 hours and 46 minutes. 
 
 Recommendations 
 

The Commission should: 
 
6. Adjust the employees’ compensatory time balances based on the findings of this report. 

 
7. Ensure that employees’ time balances are credited only for compensatory time actually 

earned. 
 

Commission’s Response:   “The Commission has reviewed the records relating to the 
recommendations and made the necessary adjustments.” 
 

 
Matters Relating to Procurement and Vouchering 
 
 Our review of the Commission’s procurement and vouchering documents disclosed the 
following exceptions. 
  
 Required Bids Not Solicited 
 
 The Commission issued four purchase orders totaling $3,335 to ADT Security Services, 
Inc., on July 1, 2002.  Because the total amount exceeded $2,500, the Commission should have 
solicited bids from at least five suppliers “from the appropriate small purchases bidder list for the 
particular goods, services.”  We found no evidence in the Commission’s purchase files that any 
bids were solicited for these purchases.  In addition, the Commission did not solicit bids from the 
required number of vendors for contract #CT20030006936 to Guardian Services, Inc. for 
$21,346.  Commission files indicated that it solicited only three bids for this purchase.  In both 
instances, §3-08(c) (iii) of the PPB Rules requires that five bids be solicited.  
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 Recommendation 
 
8. The Commission should solicit bids from the five vendors when purchasing goods or 

services that are more than $2,500, in conformance with §3-08(c)(iii) of the PPB 
Rules. 

 
Commission’s Response:   “Both of these contracts were entered into prior to the current 
administration.  Since ADT was providing services at several different locations in four 
different boroughs, they insisted that the contracts be handled separately.” 

 
Auditor Comments:  It was inappropriate for the Commission to blame the prior 
administration in these cases since both purchase orders were processed after the 
current administration took office.  In addition, it is the buyer [Commission], not the 
vendor, who determines specifications of the goods or services to be provided—the 
seller has no right to insist that the “contracts be handled separately.”  Finally, the 
Commission did not state whether it will implement Recommendation 8—specifically, 
that it comply with §3-08(c) (iii) of the PPB Rules. 

 
 
 Requirement Contracts Not Used  
 
 The Commission did not use requirement contracts when procuring various items totaling 
$16,545.  (Appendix IV of this report contains a list of the items and requirement contracts that 
should have been used.) An August 31, 1995, memorandum, from the DCAS (formerly the 
Department of General Services) Commissioner to Agency Heads stated that “agencies are also 
reminded that commodities on requirement contracts must be purchased from these contracts 
through DMSS [Department of Municipal Supply Services] and may not be purchased separately 
under agency spending authority. Additionally, Storehouse items must be obtained from the 
DMSS Storehouse.”  
 

Recommendation 
 

9. The Commission should ensure that it makes purchases from requirement contracts 
when they are available. 

 
Commission’s Response:   “The Commission seeks the best price for services. When 
inquiries were made, we were informed that the services in question either would not 
have been ready in the time required or would have been far more expensive under the 
requirement contract. The Commission always attempts to obtain goods or services 
through the City when available.” 

 
Auditor Comments:  We find it hard to believe that the Commission found that the items 
“in question either would not have been ready in the time required or would have been 
far more expensive under the requirement contract.”  Requirement contracts are entered 
into by DCAS because a large purchaser has the ability to negotiate lower prices and 
more favorable terms including assurance that items will be readily available.  In fact, in 
most cases, the services purchased by the Commission were available from multiple 
suppliers on the DCAS vendor list.  The Commission did not provide us with 
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documentation to support its claim that it received a lower price or that it could not have 
obtained the items in a timely manner.  In addition, DCAS rules do not make any 
exceptions for the use of requirement contracts.  As stated above, commodities on 
requirement contracts must be purchased from these contracts through DMSS and 
may not be purchased separately under agency spending authority.    

  
 

Improper Use of Miscellaneous Vouchers 
 

The Commission improperly used miscellaneous vouchers to make six payments totaling 
$21,921.98. Directive 25 stipulates that miscellaneous vouchers may be used only when the 
estimated or actual future liability cannot be determined, when a contract or a purchase 
document is not required or applicable, or when items are less than $250 (for agencies without an 
Imprest Fund). The Commission made two payments for the purchase of fuel from the 
Department of Sanitation that should have been processed through an intra-City payment 
voucher issued against an intra-City purchase order, three payments for rent that should have 
been processed against the existing contracts with Arbas Company, LLC and Flushing Office 
Center, and one payment for less than $250, for miscellaneous supplies, that should have been 
processed through the Commission’s Imprest Fund. 
 

Recommendation 
 
10. The Commission should ensure that it does not use miscellaneous vouchers in cases 

where intra-City vouchers, Imprest Fund vouchers or vouchers against purchase 
contracts are required. 

 
Commission’s Response:  “The Commission is attempting to negotiate the use of inter-
city payment vouchers with the Department of Sanitation for the purchase of fuel.” 

 
Auditor Comments:    It should be noted that the Commission did not address the use 
of miscellaneous payments which it used for an existing rent contract, and the one 
payment for supplies under $250, which should have been processed through its 
Imprest Fund. 

 
 

 Insufficient Documentation of Expenses 
 
 Purchase files for four purchase orders totaling $5,034.87, three purchase contracts 
totaling $162,260, and three miscellaneous payments totaling $1,873.46 did not contain 
sufficient documentation to allow us to evaluate the propriety of the expenses and accuracy of 
the payments.  Some examples follow: 
 

• The Certificate of Necessity for contract #20030017888 with the New York 
Immigration Coalition detailed the amount that could be spent on personnel 
($26,657), printing and equipment ($7,278), and travel/training ($1,065).  The 
Commission’s files indicated that it paid $6,505 to the Coalition based on March 5, 
and June 4, 2003, invoices, which did not specify the amount to be charged to each 
category.  Therefore, we could not determine whether the invoice was accurate and 
should have been paid.  
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• The file for contract #20030018596 with 4U Services, Inc., indicated a payment of 
$17,131 for consulting services in which the project cost worksheet estimated the 
number of billable hours and specified an hourly rate. However, the consultant’s 
invoice did not include the hourly rate payable and the total hours billed. Therefore, 
we were unable to verify the accuracy of the invoice and the amount paid. 

 
• The Commission may have overpaid $2,433.69 on contract #20020009014 with Peter 

Mendoudakis because it did not apply a credit that was noted on the vendor’s 
invoices, did not apply a 9.7% miscellaneous charge, and included miscellaneous 
charges on voucher payment PVE1003000036 for the period June 10-16, 2002, which 
were already paid on a previous payment voucher, PVE1003000005. 

 
• The Commission’s purchase files did not contain documentation to substantiate 

whether goods and services were actually received for three miscellaneous payments 
totaling $1,873.46. 

 
• Purchase order #03K0006 with ADT Security Services included a memorandum 

dated September 12, 2002, that stated, “After these transactions are completed, ADT 
will refund a check for Account #010068S02580.” The file did not contain any 
documentation to evidence this refund. 

 
• Payments against purchase order #03K0015 for newspaper delivery exceeded the 

stated contract price on the specifications by $195.50 without explanation. 
  

Recommendation 
 

11. The Commission should ensure that all documentation to support payments is 
contained in the voucher file and that all payments match the prices, quantities, and 
other terms specified in the purchase contract files. 

 
Commission’s Response:   “The Commission understands the need to ensure that all 
files are complete.  Unfortunately, our fiscal director resigned during the audit period 
and existing employees have had issues with his filing system. We are confident that 
our previous Fiscal Director followed all Comptroller’s directives and City rules.” 

 
 
 Other Procurement Matters 
 

Incorrect Object Codes: Nineteen purchases totaling $11,468.43 were charged to 
incorrect object codes. (See Appendix V for a detailed list.) The use of incorrect object codes 
prevents the Commission from identifying the type and amount of a particular expense item 
within a fiscal year and distorts year-end reporting that identifies expenditure patterns. 
 

Funds Encumbered After Invoice Received: One contract, (#CT20030006936) totaling 
$21,346 and four purchase orders totaling $1,664 were issued after invoices were received from 
the vendor or after services had been provided.  This practice is contrary to the requirements of 
Comptroller’s Directive 24, which states, “Pre-encumbrance of funds is required for all direct 
agency purchases from vendors which are in excess of $500, for all intra-City purchases, and 
also for purchase orders prepared by the Division of Municipal Supplies.” 
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Prevailing Market Price Not Substantiated:   File documentation for a purchase order 
processed through a New York State—contract #03K0026, totaling $8,505—did not contain any 
indication that the Commission had checked the price against the prevailing market. Insofar as 
procurements made through a New York State contract are concerned, PPB Rule §3-09 requires 
that the procurement price be lower than the prevailing market price.   
 

Lack of Specifications:  Nine purchase orders totaling $24,261 lacked complete 
specifications, which provide information necessary for evaluating payment invoices.  Some of 
the missing specifications were hourly rates for workmen, the date when work was to be 
performed, total area to be painted, and type of paint to be used. 
 

Unallowable Reimbursement:  One $336.70 payment (#1003000325) to an employee 
included a reimbursement for gasoline when the employee used a personal vehicle. However, 
reimbursements for gasoline are not allowable according to Comptroller Directive 6. 
 

Incorrect Fiscal Year:  Contract #CTC20020009014 included $832.85 in miscellaneous 
charges for May and June 2002 (Fiscal Year 2002) that were paid in July and August 2002 
(Fiscal Year 2003) of the following fiscal year. 
 
 Recommendations 
 
 The Commission should ensure that: 
 

12. The Chart of Accounts is reviewed to select object codes that most closely reflect 
the types of expenditures. 

 
Commission’s Response:   “. . . object codes overlap and there are many codes that are 
applicable to a particular expenditure.  The fact that one code is chosen over another is 
often a matter of opinion or discretion.  None of the codes provided as examples are 
ridiculous and a reasonable argument can be made for each use. Substituting your 
opinion for that of the budget director is inappropriate . . . .” 

 
Auditor Comments:   We do not agree with the Commission that “object codes overlap 
and there are many codes that are applicable to a particular expenditure.”   In addition, 
we are not substituting our judgment for that of the budget director; rather we are 
reading the definitions in the City’s Chart of Accounts and picking the correct code 
given the items purchased.  The Chart of Accounts was designed to match expenditure 
types so that agencies may monitor and budget their current OTPS expenditures, as 
well as for planning, procuring, and budgeting next fiscal year’s expenditures.   
Finally, we disagree with the Commission’s statement that “none of the codes 
provided as examples are ridiculous.”  For example, the Commission charged 
“interpreter services to Code 1000, which is for general supplies and materials—not 
services.  It charged a Power Point training class to Code 4510, which is for local 
travel expense—as indicated these expenses should be charged to training programs 
for City employees, Code 6710. 
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13. Purchase orders are prepared and funds are encumbered prior to receiving vendor 
invoices. 

 
14. New York State contracts are researched to determine that the prevailing market 

prices are lower than or equal to the prices received at the time of procurements, 
maintaining all relevant documentation in the contract files. 

  
15. All purchase orders clearly specify all rates and charges necessary to verify the 

accuracy of the invoice amounts. 
 

Commission’s Response: The Commission did not respond directly to 
Recommendations 13, 14, and 15.  The response stated that these recommendations 
were “not addressed . . . because the Commission agrees [with them] . . . and has 
already begun implementation.” 

 
16. Employees are not reimbursed for gasoline, in accordance with Comptroller’s 

Directive 6. 
 

Commission’s Response:   “The Commission clearly violated Comptroller’s Directive 
6 in paying for an employee’s gas when the employee used her personal vehicle for 
agency business; however, we request that the report clearly indicate that the amount 
of the payment was $11, not in excess of $300 as implied.  Since the employee was 
entitled to $8.40 for use of the vehicle, the error cost $2.60.  Unfortunately, that 
employee is no longer with the agency; therefore, we were unable to recoup the funds. 
We request that the report clearly indicate that the commission erred in the payment of 
$2.60 to an employee.”  

 
Auditor Comments:  We agree that $11 of the $336.70 was the amount that was 
reimbursed for the purchase of gas.  However, the Commission’s contention that the 
employee was “entitled to $8.40 for use of the vehicle, the error cost $2.60” is 
incorrect.  If the Commission had reviewed its records it would have seen that this 
individual was already paid an additional $17.92 for using her personal vehicle.  

 
17. The Comptroller’s Year-End Closing Instructions are followed and that fiscal year 

expenditures are charged to the correct fiscal year. 
 

Commission’s Response:  The Commission did not respond directly to this 
recommendation.  The response stated that this recommendation was “not addressed    
. . . because the Commission agrees with the recommendation and has already begun 
implementation.” 

 
 
Inventory Control Weaknesses 
 
 The Commission did not maintain complete and accurate inventory records for its 
equipment.  Specifically, we found that:  
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• Four CPUs (serial numbers 1KULM, 1KULU, 1KULR, AND ETMIQ), transferred to 
the Commission from the New York City Campaign Finance Board, were not 
recorded on the Commission’s inventory list as of April 16, 2004. 

 
• One CPU (#23C8B4T) listed on the Commission’s October 24, 2003 inventory list 

was not included on the Commission’s updated April 16, 2004 list, nor was the CPU 
listed in the “surplus” file that contains all relinquished equipment.  There was no 
documentation or notation stating why the equipment was removed from the updated 
inventory list.  

 
• The Commission’s “surplus” file indicated that a monitor (serial number A48650011) 

was relinquished by the Commission on April 15, 2002.  However, we found that the 
monitor was still listed on the Commission’s October 24, 2003 inventory list, more 
than a year-and-a-half later. 

 
• 22 CPUs, eight monitors, 21 keyboards, 22 computer mice, two printers, and 10 

pieces of other equipment, such as servers and projectors, were recorded as “junk” on 
the Commission’s “PC Lab” list as of April 16, 2004. However, classification of 
equipment as junk requires a completed Authorization for Disposal of Surplus 
Materials form.  No forms were on file for these items.  

 
Recommendations 

 
 The Commission should ensure that: 

 
18. Its inventory list contains all pieces of equipment on hand.  

 
19. It seeks proper authorization to discard assets that are no longer of use and that 

these assets are removed from its inventory list when such approvals are obtained. 
 

Commission’s Response:  Commission officials stated that “again, the prior 
administration failed to maintain a proper inventory of equipment, particularly 
computer equipment.  Additionally, prior to and immediately after the arrival of the 
current administration, the agency’s computers were being upgraded. MIS [a 
Human Rights Commission Department which was never defined by the 
Commission in its response], which consisted of four employees, was unable to 
manage running the system, upgrading the hardware, and properly disposing of 
equipment.  Inventory standards, especially with regard to computer equipment, are 
more strenuous under the current administration.”     

 
Auditor Comments:  As with its response to recommendation 8, it is inappropriate 
for the Commission to blame the prior administration for its inventory problems.  
The Commission has had more than two years to correct any shortcomings of the 
prior administration and to take appropriate measures to ensure that assets are 
appropriately identified, accounted for, and safeguarded.    

 


















